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ERRATUM

In the Original Article by Rocke et al. “Thromboelastometry and platelet function during acclimatisation to high altitude” (Thromb Haemost 2018; 118: 063-071) after publication of the article it has come to the corresponding author’s attention that an author was inadvertently omitted from the manuscript. The author, Martin MacInnis, made a significant contribution to: 1. initiating the coagulation research that led to the manuscript, 2. designing the research protocol and performing the initial data analysis, 3. recruiting volunteers, writing applications for ethical approval and making other logistical arrangements that were necessary to complete the study. Martin MacInnis has read and approved the published version of the manuscript. Furthermore, a middle initial was added to the updated list (Shona E. Main) and misspelling of Elizabeth Horn’s surname was corrected. The amended author list is as above.